
Ebix/HealthConnect CarrierConnect

Ebix/HealthConnect processes over 10,000 medical quotes per day. By capturing and repurposing that
information we are able to provide a groundbreaking and unique reporting tool to carriers. Carriers 
can now have access to previously unobtainable information. Carriers have always had sales figures,
research, and market anecdotes to help support their decision making process, but now they can 
look into the behavior of the brokers that are selling their products. To maintain confidentiality,
Ebix/HealthConnect only reports broker activity in aggregate. But now carriers can know what plans are
most often quoted, the most coveted drug cards, and they can know for sure. Carriers can also identify
product trends and market shifts with certainty. CarrierConnect also has efficiency tools built in to assist
carriers with processes they already perform today. Actuaries can run comparative rates and rate
trends for thousands of plans in seconds. Provider relations personnel can run disruption reports and
receive provider information in seconds. CarrierConnect is a one-of-a-kind product delivering never
before seen value to Ebix/HealthConnect carrier clients in the areas of Market Intelligence, Rate Analysis,
Network Analysis, and Marketing.

C a r r i e r C o n n e c t



CarrierConnect
CarrierConnect provides tremendous value through the various departments for a carrier—Sales, Marketing,
Provider Relations, Product Development, Actuarial, Underwriting, Market Analysis, and Communications, 
all benefit from this product.

Rating Comparisons
Carriers can enter and save a census into the system as well as create plan sets or groups of plans for instant
comparisons. Users can run rate comparisons for groups of popular plans or entire carrier offerings, run hot
plans, PPO’s, HMO’s, etc., and search by carrier, county, rating area, etc.



Rate Trends
Run trend analysis from quarter to quarter for various plans or various regions in a fraction of the time it 
used to take. Similar to Rating Comparisons, Rate Trends allow you to add time as a variable, with only one
extra click.

Top Quoted Plans
For carriers, most often quoted plans may or may not reflect the most commonly sold plans. Track plans by
area, find close ratios, and increase inventory control.

 



Market Analysis
Carriers can report and analyze data based on quoting activity using a number of different measures 
and criteria:
• Attachment ratio or quote frequency • Competitive Attachment – against who
• Geography • County
• Zip • Rating Area
• Market segment • Unique groups 
• Percentage

Plan Analysis
Sort, analyze and report based on plan parameters including carrier, plan design, copay, deductible, and 
many other benefits. Also use various other criteria including geography, time, and activity to spot trends,
track marketing initiatives and completely understand the direction and needs of a given market. Anecdotes
are no longer necessary as CarrierConnect delivers real data regarding an entire market’s quoting behavior.

 



Rx Analysis 
What’s the most sought after drug card in the market? Which carriers offer that card? What is my most
sought after card and where does that rank in the market? How is the new Rx initiative doing? Every one 
of these questions can be answered on one screen with only one click.

Demographic information
CarrierConnect allows for complete reporting on group size, age, sex, location and other 
important demographics.



My Views
Users can save any report just by adding it to My Views. Reports will be available with only one click and
automatically updated with the most recent information each time you login.

Exportability
All CarrierConnect Reports can be exported easily to Microsoft Excel for maximum flexibility. Color graphs are
available through CarrierConnect or through Excel.

 



Analyze and Decompose
The decomposition tool allows the user to analyze through deconstruction, or prove a case. Select any cell in
the program, and then break it down using any of the aforementioned criteria. What was the most popular 
plan type in this region for this quarter? What was the copay? With which drug card? Done, in an easy to
present graphic.

Provider Analysis
Every carrier searches for providers based on any number of criteria: Name, Address, Geography, Specialty,
Language, Hospital effiliation, et al. Carriers can perform a targeted search, based on a disruption analysis,
and generate a quality lead list in seconds. These reports typically cost thousands of dollars each and take
weeks to prepare. They are standard as part of the CarrierConnect offering.
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